Date: 2021-09-25  
First Name: Sylvia  
Last Name: Setiadi  
Title: NA  
Organization: Self  
Address:  
City: Parker  
State: TX  
Zipcode:  
Phone:  

Affirm public info: I agree  
Regarding: ALL  

Message:
I am over 18 years of age, and I am a registered voter. The testimony I give today is based upon my personal knowledge from my experience in my community and as a citizen of the State of Texas.
I want any new district map to fairly represent the voting patterns of Texas. In Texas, all of our statewide officials are Republican. Therefore, any new Congressional seats awarded to Texas as a result of the increase of the Texas population should represent the voting pattern of the state of Texas which is Republican.
I want the new map to reflect one person, one vote as provided in the U.S. Constitution. It is important to me that districts are created so that there is approximately equal voting power in each district, and by "equal voting power," I mean equal voting power of people legally eligible to vote.

I want to emphasize that I believe it is important that redistricting is accomplished by our elected officials, like you, who are accountable to the people of Texas. I strongly oppose any so-called "Independent Panel" that is not elected by the people of the State of Texas. Allowing redistricting to be done by an appointed panel takes away my voice and the voice of people like me in this very important process.
I hope that my testimony, based upon my personal knowledge of the community in which I live, is helpful to you in the redistricting process.
Thank you.